
Detroit’s Innovation District  





Evolution of Detroit’s Innovation District   

•  Connecting Midtown’s original “TechTown District” to other Midtown and 
Downtown assets 

o  Expansion builds on momentum, connects a broader set of 
stakeholders 

•  District development, differences 





Why build an Innovation District? 
•  Connection to industry assets and resulting market pull of talent and 

technologies – answering real-world questions asked by industry 

•  Innovators thrive in close proximity 

•  Stakeholder partnerships around shared goals accelerate impact, 
eliminate waste 

•  Investments from public, private and philanthropic sources are leveraged 
for maximum impact 

•  Resulting development creates density – walkable neighborhoods where 
housing, jobs and amenities intermix 

 



Opportunities are not equal 
•  Detroit neighborhood snapshot: decades of disinvestment 

•  Connect innovation assets and opportunities to neighborhoods to enhance 
quality of life beyond district borders 

o  Offer neighborhood-based business acceleration and incubation 

o  Stabilize and grow existing businesses 

o  Launch new businesses to meet neighborhood needs 

o  Groom young residents for entrepreneurship  

•  Use innovation to address major neighborhood challenges 

•  Connect residents to city-wide employment opportunities  

 
 

 



Lessons learned: In the district 
•  Stakeholder partnerships and use of existing resources accelerates impact, 

eliminates waste  

•  Pipeline development takes time, commitment and creativity  

•  Geographic boundaries should unify stakeholders, not limit reach 

•  Industry engagement directs research and commercialization opportunities  

•  IT jobs and the multiplier effect – multiplied jobs are service sector jobs 

 

 



Lessons learned: In the neighborhoods 
•  There is no victory without inclusion – challenge institutional perspectives 

•  Connect people and potential in district with the excluded and untapped 

•  Innovation and scale are achieved through linkage to district-based 
stakeholders 

•  Understand and address tenants of an enabling environment 

•  Core urban challenges can be solved through innovation 

•  Innovations can become companies, seated in markets served  

•  Sincere community engagement is critical to success 

 

 


